Deep Darkness Notes
Insights from scripture
Job 10:21-22 Despair, hopelessness, hatred of God, place of chaos, total darkness
Job 16-16-17 weeping
Job 24:17 terror
Job 34:22 workers of iniquity are here
Job 38:17 there are gates (doors are not in the original)
Proverbs 4:19 the wicked have no clue why they stumble
Proverbs 20:20 total destruction of life and prosperity, death
Isaiah 9:2 and 29:18 there is hope for those in darkness
Isaiah 50:10 you can make a decision to leave the deep darkness
Isaiah 59-lack of hearing, iniquity, lies no truth, feet run to evil, killing of innocent, no peace, no
justice, multiple transgressions, falsehood
Isaiah 60 the glory of the Lord will come into the darkness
Amos 5:9 God can change the deep darkness into morning
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as I just went through the email conversation with you again, trying to connect your answers to
my mails, I felt and saw this ring around the globe again. It is the spiritual system we have been
talking about. It looks like a circular neon light that is wrapped around the globe. These neon
light usually have one or two ends of the tube where it gets very thin and is closed, connected
to electricity. One of these ends goes into the earth/globe and deeper and deeper into darkness
and the deep. I believe that people/human spirits and evil travels on and through it A LOT!
There seems to be a lot of evil trading. I think I see the image of Obama over this neon ring
somewhat, like a big over human projection over the earth like a God. The other end of this
neon tube goes to space, to the moon, to the stars etc. There is some strong exchange and
unrighteous traveling happening there as well. There seem to be strong agendas that are
carried through this traveling and have to be carried out in order for this system to stay in place
and not stop and break. I wonder if this is a spiritual highway that exchanges, trades and travels
between the deepest place of the deep and dark and the highest heights and stars. The
connection to the moon I think is somewhat like an electric grounding.
I saw a part of this already yesterday but today more. When I saw it yesterday it came to my
mind what I saw when you and Rich were in Uzbekistan. I'm talking about all these complex
layers of protection you have where the lock and key and codes change all the time. I feel it
strongly while I write it and notice this has gotten even more complex, changing codes and keys
a lot fast and a lot of new stuff has been inserted and I believe new layers have been added. I
have the feeling there is a connection between your safety and protection system and the
ungodly system. I'm not certain what it is...

